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a b s t r a c t
The ‘Only Reliable Catch Stocks’ (ORCS) Working Group approach to data-poor ﬁsheries stock status and
catch limit estimation has been used by U.S. ﬁsheries managers but has yet to be fully evaluated. The
ORCS approach estimates stock status using a fourteen question ‘Table of Attributes’ and the overﬁshing
limit by multiplying a historical catch statistic by a scalar based on the estimated status. We evaluated the
performance of the approach by applying it to 193 stocks with data-rich stock assessments and comparing
its predictions of stock status with the assessment model estimates. The approach classiﬁed all but three
stocks as fully exploited indicating that it is a poor predictor of status and should not be used by managers.
We reﬁned the original ORCS approach by: (1) developing a more predictive model of stock status using
boosted classiﬁcation trees and (2) identifying the historical catch statistics and scalars that best estimate
overﬁshing limits using assessment model data. The reﬁned ORCS approach correctly classiﬁed 74% of all
stocks and 62% of overexploited stocks in a training dataset and 74% of all stocks and 50% of overexploited
stocks in an independent test dataset. The reﬁned approach performed better than six other widely used
catch-only methods. However, the overﬁshing limits estimated by the reﬁned approach would further
deplete overexploited stocks without the use of conservative catch scalars to buffer against classiﬁcation
uncertainty. Conservative catch scalars can reduce the probability of overﬁshing below 50%, the U.S. legal
maximum, but with concomitant increases in the probability and magnitude of underﬁshing. The reﬁned
ORCS approach may therefore be useful when other methods are not possible or appropriate and some
risk of underﬁshing is acceptable.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The majority of global ﬁsh stocks lack adequate data for estimating sustainable ﬁshing levels using conventional stock assessment
methods. In developing countries, only 5–20% of ﬁsh stocks are
assessed and this fraction increases to only 10–50% in developed
countries (Costello et al., 2012). In the United States, 30% of stocks
are managed using conventional ‘data-rich’ assessment methods,
while the remaining 11% and 59% of stocks are managed using
‘data-moderate’ and ‘data-poor’ methods, respectively (Newman
et al., 2015). Data-rich stock assessment methods combine (1) total
catch; (2) an index of relative abundance; and (3) other biological

Abbreviations: ORCS, only reliable catch stocks; TOA, table of attributes;
RAMLDB, RAM Legacy Stock Assessment Database; BCT, boosted classiﬁcation trees.
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E-mail address: cfree@marine.rutgers.edu (C.M. Free).
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0165-7836/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

information to assess stock status and estimate sustainable ﬁshing
levels (Walters and Martell, 2004). Data-poor and data-moderate
methods generally utilize only one and two of these data types,
respectively, with total catch information often being the only data
type available. Thus, data-poor methods are often synonymous
with catch-only methods.
In 2006, the U.S. Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act was amended to require scientiﬁcally-derived
annual catch limits (ACLs) that prevent overﬁshing for all federally
managed ﬁsh stocks, including data-limited stocks (DOC, 2007).
This mandate stimulated the revival of old data-limited methods
(Gulland, 1971; Restrepo et al., 1998), development of new datalimited methods (MacCall, 2009; Dick and MacCall, 2011; Cope,
2013; Cope et al., 2013), and evaluation of the relative performance
of these methods (Wetzel and Punt, 2015; Wiedenmann et al.,
2013; Carruthers et al., 2014). In 2011, the ‘Only Reliable Catch
Stocks’ (ORCS) Working Group (Berkson et al., 2011) convened
to evaluate catch-only methods for ACL estimation and recom-
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Table 1
ORCS Table of Attributes. (TOA; adapted from SAFMC, 2012).
Stock statusa
#

Attribute

Underexploited (1)

Fully exploited (2)

Overexploited (3)

1
2

Status of assessed stocks in ﬁsheryb
Refuge availability
(not used in reﬁned approach)
Behavior affecting capture
Morphology affecting capture
(not used in reﬁned approach)
Discard rateb
Targeting intensity
M compared to dominant speciesc
Occurrence in catch

<10% overﬁshed
<50% of habitat accessible

10–25% overﬁshed
50–75% of habitat accessible

>25% overﬁshed
>75% of habitat accessible

---------Low susceptibility

No aggregation behavior
Average susceptibility

Exhibits aggregation behavior
High susceptibility

Discards <10% of catch
Not targeted
Higher mortality rate
Sporadic
(in <10% of efforts)
<$1/lb

Discards 10–25% of catch
Occasionally targeted
Equivalent mortality rates
Common
(in 10–25% of efforts)
$1-$2.25/lb

Discards >25% of catch
Actively targeted
Lower mortality rate
Frequent
(in >25% of efforts)
>$2.25/lb

Increasing last 5 years
(score=1.5 in original approach)
No time in threatened habitats

Stable last 5 years
(score=1.5 in original approach)
Part time in threatened habitats
(full time in partially threatened
habitats)
Stable last 5 years
Stable last 5 years
Some of resource is protected
(size limits OR time/space closures)

Decreasing last 5 years

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Value (US$/lb, 5-year mean)
(continuous value in reﬁned approach)
Recent trend in catch

11

Habitat lossd

12
13
14

Recent trend in effort
Recent trend in abundance index
Proportion of population protected

Decreasing last 5 years
Increasing last 5 years
Most of resource is protected
(size limits AND time/space closures)

Full time in threatened habitats

Increasing last 5 years
Decreasing last 5 years
None of resource is protected
(no size limits or time/space closures)

a

In the original ORCS approach, stock status is estimated as the mean of the TOA scores (<1.5=underexploited; 1.5–2.5=fully exploited; >2.5=overexploited).
Replaced vague score descriptions in the original table with straightforward percentage thresholds. Note: the deﬁnition of overﬁshing varies by management agency
(Supplementary Appendix A.2).
c
Removed ambiguity of score descriptions in the original table and speciﬁed that M’s must differ by >20% to be considered different. See Supplementary Appendix A.2 for
deﬁnition of dominant species.
d
Rephrased original attribute to be conceptually simpler and easier to score. See Supplementary Appendix A.2 for list of threatened habitats.
b

mended the following hierarchy for determining ACLs for ORCS:
(1) depletion-based stock reduction analysis (DB-SRA; Dick and
MacCall, 2011) when a complete time series of annual catches is
available (i.e., from the start of ﬁshing to the present); (2) depletioncorrected average catch (DCAC; MacCall, 2009) when the stock
exhibits low natural mortality rates (≤0.20 yr−1 ); and (3) the
new ORCS Working Group approach (hereafter called the ‘ORCS
approach’) when neither DB-SRA or DCAC are possible or appropriate (Berkson et al., 2011; later modiﬁed by SAFMC, 2012, 2013).
The ORCS approach was designed to provide an ecological basis
for the Restrepo et al. (1998) scalar approach. In both methods, the
overﬁshing limit (OFL; the catch at FMSY ) is calculated by multiplying an expert-deﬁned historical catch statistic (e.g., mean catch over
the previous 10 years or median catch over the whole time series)
by a scalar also based on expert judgment. In the ORCS approach,
the choice of scalar is determined by stock status (i.e., under, fully,
or overexploited), which is estimated as the mean score of fourteen stock- and ﬁshery-related attributes (the ‘Table of Attributes’
or TOA; Table 1). The ORCS approach allows for considerable ﬂexibility in its implementation, as scientists and managers can exercise
expert judgement to: (1) estimate status using an arithmetic, geometric, or weighted mean of the Table of Attributes scores; (2)
modify the Table of Attributes’ estimate of status or the thresholds used to delineate status; and/or (3) choose appropriate catch
statistics and scalars. While this ﬂexibility and reliance on expert
judgement could improve performance, it is necessary to adopt a
more speciﬁc, albeit less inclusive, deﬁnition of the ORCS approach
to validate the method and demonstrate its transferability.
The ORCS approach is widely applicable, but the ability of the
Table of Attributes to correctly predict stock status has not been
evaluated and the performance of only a limited range of potential
catch statistics and scalars has been tested. In the only explicit evaluation of the ORCS approach to date, Wiedenmann et al. (2013) used
management strategy evaluation to show that the default scalars
used to estimate the OFL are too conservative for under (scalar=0.5)
and fully (scalar=1.0) exploited stocks and too generous for overex-

ploited (scalar=2.0) stocks when stock status is correctly classiﬁed.
They also show that catch limits are unsustainable when stocks are
incorrectly classiﬁed into less-depleted categories (e.g., an overexploited stock incorrectly classiﬁed as fully exploited). Evaluations
of scalar-based methods similar to the ORCS approach have also
been shown to result in overﬁshing, especially for already depleted
stocks and stocks whose statuses have been incorrectly classiﬁed
(Carruthers et al., 2014; ICES, 2014, 2015, 2017). The sensitivity of
management outcomes to status classiﬁcation decisions makes the
validation and reﬁnement of the ORCS Table of Attributes’ ability
to estimate status necessary before the ORCS approach can be used
to set catch-limits more widely.
The goals of the present study are to evaluate and reﬁne
the ORCS approach to data-poor catch limit estimation using
stocks with data-rich stock assessments. We evaluate the original approach by applying it to data-rich stocks and comparing
its predictions of status with the assessment model estimates.
We reﬁne the ORCS approach by: (1) developing a more predictive model of stock status that uses boosted classiﬁcation trees to
weight attributes by their relative importance, incorporate interactions between attributes, and account for non-linearity in attribute
behavior; and (2) empirically identifying the best status-speciﬁc
historical catch statistics and scalars for estimating overﬁshing limits using assessment model data. Finally, we evaluate the ability of
the reﬁned ORCS approach to estimate overﬁshing limits and compare the ability of the reﬁned approach to estimate stock status to
six other catch-only assessment methods.
2. Methods
2.1. Stock selection
We evaluated the ORCS approach to data-poor catch limit
estimation by applying it to data-rich stocks with stock assessments based on underlying population dynamics models (generally
statistical catch-at-age models, virtual population analyses, and
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Fig. 1. Demographics of the 193 data-rich stocks scored using the ORCS approach by: (A) taxonomic group; (B) managing country or multinational body; (C) U.S. assessment
agency (U.S. stocks only; n = 99, 51.3% of scored stocks); (D) assessment year; (E) stock status (B/BMSY ); and (F) ﬁshery size (average annual catch over the most recent 5
years).

production models) in the RAM Legacy Stock Assessment Database
(RAMLDB v.2.95; Ricard et al., 2012). We used only stocks with
assessments that estimate BMSY internal to the model or estimate
standard proxies used by the management agency (e.g., spawning
potential ratio proxies common in the U.S. or B0 proxies common
in Australia). We excluded stocks whose assessments are considered particularly unreliable (n=2; 2002 Atlantic croaker and 2005
Atlantic herring). The resulting 193 stocks include underexploited
(n=68), fully exploited (n=95), and overexploited (n=30) stocks representing a variety of taxa, geographic locations, and management
agencies (Fig. 1). The RAMLDB does not include the most up-todate assessment for every stock. Therefore, data-rich statuses and
answers to the Table of Attributes questions reﬂect the terminal
year of the assessment in the RAMLDB.
2.2. Evaluation of the ORCS Table of Attributes
We estimated stock status using the expanded Table of
Attributes developed by SAFMC (2012) with a few modiﬁcations
to increase clarity and objectivity in the scoring process (Table 1;
Supplementary Appendix A.1). We scored: TOA #1 Status of assessed
stocks in ﬁshery using U.S. Fisheries Management Plans and their
foreign analogs to identify groups of stocks managed together and
references from management agencies to determine the status of
these stocks; TOA #2 Refuge availability, #3 Behavior affecting capture, #4 Morphology affecting capture, and #11 Habitat loss using
information on the distribution, biology, and habitat of the taxa in
FishBase (Froese and Pauly, 2016); TOA #5 Discard rate, #6 Targeting intensity, #7 M compared to dominant species, #8 Occurrence in
catch, and #14 Proportion of population protected using information

in the stock assessment documents; TOA #9 Value using ex-vessel
price data from the Sea Around Us Project (Pauly and Zeller, 2015);
and TOA #10 Recent trend in catch, #12 effort, and #13 abundance
index using time series in the RAMLDB. Other technical sources (i.e.,
government reports or websites, peer-reviewed scientiﬁc papers,
technical reports) were used when an attribute could not be scored
using the principal reference. In some cases, attributes could not
be scored due to a lack of data or applicability and were given an
‘NA’ value. Detailed information on the scoring process is available in Supplementary Appendices A.2 and A.3 and the scores and
their justiﬁcations are available in Supplementary Appendix B. Estimated stock status was determined from the mean of the Table of
Attributes scores with the following classiﬁcations provided by the
original method: underexploited (<1.5), fully exploited (1.5–2.5),
and overexploited (>2.5). This simpliﬁcation of the broadly ﬂexible
ORCS approach is necessary for testing and validating the performance of the method on such a diverse and global array of stocks.
The ORCS approach has been thought to estimate both stock status (i.e., lightly, moderately, and heavily exploited; Berkson et al.,
2011) and the risk of overexploitation (i.e., low, moderate, and
high risk of overexploitation; SAFMC, 2012, 2013). Consequently,
we evaluated the performance of the original approach using linear regression to assess the correlation between predicted status
(mean Table of Attributes score) and the assessment’s most recent
estimates of (1) B/BMSY as a proxy for stock status and (2) F/FMSY as
a proxy for overexploitation risk. We also assessed the ability of the
original approach to correctly classify stock status using both percentage agreement (accuracy) and Cohen’s kappa. Cohen’s kappa
measures inter-rate agreement between categorical items and is
more robust than simple percentage agreement because it takes
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Table 2
Status classiﬁcation performance of catch-only assessment methods applied to the 37 data-rich stocks with catch time series in the test dataset (COM-SIR and SSCOM
converged for only 33 test stocks).
37 stocksa

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
a
b

33 stocksb

Method

Kappa

Accuracy

Kappa

Accuracy

Bias

Reﬁned ORCS approach
CMSY
SSP-2002
COM-SIR
SSP-2013
mPRM
Original ORCS approach
SSCOM

0.549
0.148
0.120
-----0.041
−0.015
−0.035
------

0.730
0.405
0.378
-----0.270
0.405
0.459
------

0.558
0.205
0.171
0.114
0.052
−0.005
−0.040
−0.120

0.727
0.455
0.424
0.424
0.303
0.394
0.424
0.333

slightly optimistic
pessimistic
pessimistic
optimistic
toward extremes
central
central
slightly central

13 underexploited, 18 fully exploited, and 6 overexploited stocks; See Supp. Table 1 for status classiﬁcations.
12 underexploited, 15 fully exploited, and 6 overexploited stocks; See Supp. Table 2 for status classiﬁcations.

into account the probability of agreement occurring by chance
(Cohen, 1968). This metric was preferred given the volume and ease
of identifying fully exploited stocks compared to the paucity and
difﬁculty of identifying overexploited stocks. If the method misclassiﬁes most overexploited stocks but correctly classiﬁes most fully
exploited stocks, then it would still earn a high accuracy percentage,
but it’s kappa value would be appropriately penalized. Although
there are no deﬁnitive rules for interpreting Cohen’s kappa, general guidelines suggest that values >0.70 are ‘excellent’, 0.4–0.7 are
‘good’, 0.2–0.4 are ‘fair’, and <0.2 are ‘poor’ (Landis and Koch, 1977;
Fleiss, 1973).

2.3. Reﬁnement of the ORCS Table of Attributes
We reﬁned the ORCS Table of Attributes using boosted classiﬁcation trees (BCT) to weight attributes by their relative importance,
incorporate interactions between attributes, and account for nonlinearity in attribute behavior. Boosted classiﬁcation trees combine
classiﬁcation and machine learning and offer predictive power
superior to other modeling methods (Elith et al., 2008). Boosted
classiﬁcation trees can also accommodate missing values (i.e., NA
scores) by imputing values from surrogate variables, which allowed
the use of all scored stocks. The BCT analysis was performed using
the caret (Kuhn, 2016) and gbm (Ridgeway, 2016) packages in R
v.3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016).
We trained the BCT model to estimate categorical status (i.e.,
under, fully, or overexploited) rather than continuous status (i.e.,
B/BMSY ) because (1) the ORCS approach was designed to use status categories and (2) stock assessment models exhibit more
uncertainty in estimates of B/BMSY than in more general status
classiﬁcations. We trained the BCT model to estimate stock status rather than risk of overexploitation because (1) stock status is
a more widely used metric and can be easily compared to other
assessment methods and (2) F/FMSY is an unsatisfying proxy for
overexploitation risk because it can change rapidly and even sustained F/FMSY values greater than 1.0 may not be “risky” over the
short-term if B/BMSY is high (»1.0). The BCT model attempts to determine stock status − whether a stock is under (B/BMSY >1.5), fully
(B/BMSY =0.5–1.5), or overexploited (B/BMSY <0.5) − from the TOA
scores with a few modiﬁcations (Table 1): (1) we removed TOA
#2 Refuge availability and #4 Morphology affecting capture because
they lacked contrast (i.e., 97.9% and 100% of stocks were assigned
scores of 3–>75% of habitat accessible and 2–Average susceptibility,
respectively); (2) we used continuous rather than categorical price
values for TOA #9 Value because these values are readily available
to managers and continuous variables can increase predictive performance; and (3) we used all three categories for TOA #10 Recent
trend in catch (i.e., 1=increasing, 2=stable, and 3=decreasing rather
than the originally proposed options of 1.5=increasing/stable and

3=decreasing) because boosted classiﬁcation trees can account for
interactions between catch, effort, and abundance index trends.
We randomly divided the TOA scores into training (80% of data,
n=155 stocks) and test (20% of data, n=38 stocks) datasets with
stratiﬁcation by stock status to ensure that both the test and training datasets included the same proportion of under, over, and fully
exploited stocks. The training dataset was used to ﬁt the BCT model,
while the test dataset was used to provide an independent evaluation of the BCT model’s predictive capacity. A grid search for
the BCT model parameters that maximize Cohen’s kappa using
repeated 10-fold cross validation on the training dataset found
the following optimal parameters: learning rate=0.001, interaction
depth=2, number of trees=3000, and bag fraction=0.8 with multinomial error. Detailed information on model ﬁtting is available in
Supplementary Appendix A.4.
We evaluated the predictive performance of the BCT model by
calculating the percentage agreement and Cohen’s kappa for both
the training and test datasets. For comparison, we evaluated the
performance of six other catch-only methods for estimating status
on stocks in the test dataset: SSP-2002 (Froese and Kesner-Reyes,
2002) and SSP-2013 (Kleisner et al., 2013), which estimate development status (e.g., undeveloped, developing, fully exploited),
and CMSY (Martell and Froese, 2013), COM-SIR (Vasconcellos and
Cochrane, 2005), SSCOM (Thorson et al., 2013), and mPRM (Costello
et al., 2012), which estimate B/BMSY (Table 2). The latter four methods were applied using the datalimited package in R (Anderson et al.,
2016) based on the methods described in Rosenberg et al. (2014)
and Anderson et al. (2017). Detailed information on implementing
the alternative catch-only methods is available in Supplementary
Appendix A.5.
2.4. Reﬁnement of the historical catch statistics and scalars
The second step of the ORCS approach is to estimate the OFL as a
factor of some historical catch statistic based on stock status; however, the original approach offers no formal recommendations on
the choice of catch statistic and recommends simple catch scalars
(i.e., 2.0, 1.0, 0.5 for under, fully, and overexploited stocks, respectively).
We identiﬁed the best status-speciﬁc historical catch statistics and scalars by comparing the most recent OFL (UMSY x total
biomass) to 24 historical catch statistics for the 105 stocks in the
RAMLDB with the necessary information (i.e., UMSY , total biomass
time series, and catch/landings time series). The 24 historical catch
statistics represent eight metrics (IQR, Winsorized, and arithmetic
mean; 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles) proposed in the
original ORCS approach over three time periods (10 yr, 20 yr, whole
time series). We used linear regression to assess the correlation
between the OFL and each catch statistic and Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC) to rank the catch statistics within each status cate-
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Fig. 2. The distribution of (A) attribute scores and (B) overall scores for the 193 data-rich stocks scored using the original ORCS approach and (C) comparison of statuses and
(D) risks predicted by the ORCS approach and estimated by data-rich assessment models. In (A), bars show the proportion of scores represented in each TOA attribute. For
TOA #10, scores of 1 and 2 (hatched) are reassigned scores of 1.5 and only count towards the overall score if effort is stable (TOA #12, score=2). In some cases, attributes could
not be scored due to a lack of data or applicability and were given an ‘NA’ value (grey shading). In (B), vertical lines indicate the threshold values (1.5 & 2.5) that separate
under, fully, and overexploited stocks. In (C) and (D), the black lines indicate linear regressions ﬁt to the data and the gray shading indicates the conﬁdence intervals for the
regressions.

Table 3
Best status-speciﬁc historical catch statistics and potential status-speciﬁc catch scalars for relating the best catch statistic to the overﬁshing limit (OFL).
OFL scalarsb
Stock status

Best historical catch statistica

r2

n

50th

45th

40th

35th

30th

25th

20th

15th

10th

Underexploited
Fully exploited
Overexploited

90th percentile, whole time series
25th percentile, previous 10 years
10th percentile, whole time series

0.91
0.91
0.89

45
49
11

1.90
2.16
1.56

1.78
1.84
1.53

1.62
1.77
1.49

1.53
1.57
1.00

1.41
1.41
0.52

1.34
1.22
0.51

1.29
1.15
0.50

1.11
1.02
0.45

0.88
0.85
0.41

a

See Supp. Table 3 for the ranking of potential catch statistics.
The 50th percentile scalars should promote a 50% probability of overﬁshing if stock status is correctly identiﬁed. The other, more conservative scalars may be useful for
buffering against classiﬁcation uncertainty.
b

gory. The best status-speciﬁc catch statistics were selected based
on AIC ranking.
We calculated the ratio of the best status-speciﬁc catch statistic
to the OFL for each stock based on its data-rich status estimate. We
then calculated the 10th to 50th percentile of the observed ratios in
each status category to evaluate as potential status-speciﬁc scalars
for estimating the OFL. If stock status is correctly identiﬁed, the 50th
percentile scalars should promote a 50% probability of overﬁshing (i.e., catch > OFL) in a given year, the U.S. legal maximum (DOC,
2016). Scalars more conservative than the median may be useful for

buffering against classiﬁcation uncertainty. Detailed information
on calculating the OFL and the best status-speciﬁc historical catch
statistics and scalars is available in Supplementary Appendices A.3
and A.6.
2.5. Evaluation of the reﬁned ORCS approach
We evaluated ten potential reﬁnements of the original ORCS
approach. The ﬁrst approach (the ‘weighted 50th percentile scalar’
approach) uses the BCT model to estimate the probability a stock is
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Fig. 3. The performance of the boosted classiﬁcation tree (BCT) model on the (A) training (n=155 stocks, 80% of data) and (B) test datasets (n=38 stocks, 20% of data). In (A),
bars show the proportion of status predictions for each status category. Percentages indicate the proportion of correct classiﬁcations in each category (overall accuracy=74%
and Cohen’s kappa=0.56). In (B), bars show the probability that a stock is in each status category, where the highest probability category is the BCT model’s prediction of
stock status; stocks are grouped and sorted by B/BMSY from the data-rich assessment model. Percentages indicate the proportion of correct classiﬁcations in each category;
stars mark incorrectly classiﬁed stocks with colors indicating the direction of the misclassiﬁcation (overall accuracy=74% and Cohen’s kappa=0.56).

in each status category. It then estimates the OFL as the probability
weighted average of the OFLs for each status category using the best
status-speciﬁc catch statistics and 50th percentile scalars. The second approach (the ‘unweighted 50th percentile scalar’ approach)
uses the BCT model to identify the most likely status category,
then estimates the OFL using the best catch statistic and 50th percentile scalar for the category. The remaining eight approaches
use the 45th-10th percentile scalars in the unweighted framework
to examine the tradeoffs associated with using scalars more conservative than the median. We used the unweighted framework
because preliminary analysis showed that the unweighted framework was superior to the weighted framework (Table 4; Fig. 5).
We evaluated the performance of these approaches by applying
them to the 97 stocks (ntraining =79, ntest =18) in the RAMLDB with
the necessary information (i.e., B/BMSY , UMSY , total biomass time
series, catch/landings time series) and calculated the percentage of
stocks for which the predicted OFL exceeded the data-rich OFL estimate to use as a measure of the probability of overﬁshing. We also
assessed the correlation between the OFLs predicted by the ORCS
approach and those estimated by the data-rich assessments using
linear regression.
3. Results
3.1. Evaluation of the ORCS Table of Attributes
Although most attributes exhibited good variation in scores, a
few were dominated by a single score category (TOA #2, #4), omitted an entire score category (TOA #3), or underutilized a score
category (TOA #11, #14) (Fig. 2A). The original approach classiﬁed all but three stocks as fully exploited (Fig. 2B). Although the
approach correctly classiﬁed the U.S. Mid-Atlantic weakﬁsh stock
as overexploited (B/BMSY =0.131 in 2008), it incorrectly classiﬁed
the fully exploited U.S. Gulf of Maine haddock (B/BMSY =0.585 in
2011) and New Zealand bluenose (B/BMSY =0.658 in 2011) stocks as
overexploited. In fact, there was no correlation between the sta-

tuses predicted by the ORCS approach and those estimated by the
data-rich assessment models (Fig. 2C), and a Cohen’s kappa value
of 0.0001 indicates ‘poor’ classiﬁcation accuracy. There was a weak
correlation between the overexploitation risks predicted by the
ORCS approach and those estimated by the data-rich assessment
models (Fig. 2D; Supp. Fig. 1)
3.2. Reﬁnement of the ORCS Table of Attributes
The BCT model correctly classiﬁed 74% of stocks in the training dataset and yielded a Cohen’s kappa of 0.56 indicating ‘good’
classiﬁcation accuracy (Fig. 3A). The model performed better on
fully exploited stocks (89% correct) than either underexploited (58%
correct) or overexploited (62% correct) stocks. The BCT model also
correctly classiﬁed 74% of stocks in the independent test dataset
and yielded a Cohen’s kappa of 0.56 indicating ‘good’ classiﬁcation accuracy (Fig. 3B). The model still performed better for fully
exploited stocks (79% correct) than underexploited (77% correct)
or overexploited (50% correct) stocks in the test dataset. The nearly
equivalent performance of the BCT model on the training and test
datasets suggests that the model is not overﬁt, which is consistent
with the ﬂat model tuning curves (Supplementary Appendix A.4). In
60% of misclassiﬁcations, the correct classiﬁcation was the second
most probable status identiﬁed by the model and only one misclassiﬁcation (U.S. S. Paciﬁc Coast gopher rockﬁsh – no remarkable
scores to explain this outcome) was so egregious as to classify an
underexploited stock as overexploited or vice versa (Fig. 3B). The
BCT model was a better predictor of stock status, in terms of both
accuracy and Cohen’s kappa, than the other six catch-only methods
that we evaluated (Table 2; Supp. Tables 1 & 2).
The BCT model identiﬁed seven attributes that each contribute
more than 5% of the total predictive power (percents indicate relative inﬂuence of an attribute on the classiﬁcation of a stock): TOA #9
Value (33.5%), #1 Status of assess stocks in ﬁshery (13.1%), #6 Targeting intensity (12.3%), #5 Discard rate (8.8%), #8 Occurrence in catch
(8.5%), #7 M compared to dominant species (8.0%), and #3 Behavior
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Table 4
The percentage of stocks (n = 97) whose predicted OFLs exceeded the data-rich OFL estimates under potential catch scalars with unweighted status predictions (maximum
observed OFLORCS :OFLdata-rich ratio shown in parentheses).*
OFL scalars
Stock status

n

50th

45th

40th

35th

30th

25th

20th

15th

10th

Underexploited
Fully exploited
Overexploited
r2 :
RMSE, mt:

41
45
11

46.3% (2.6)
55.6% (4.8)
45.5% (8.7)
0.90
129,938

41.5% (2.4)
51.1% (4.1)
45.5% (7.4)
0.90
93,462

39.0% (2.2)
44.4% (4.0)
45.5% (7.2)
0.90
86,589

34.1% (2.1)
37.8% (3.5)
45.5% (6.3)
0.90
71,454

26.8% (1.9)
35.6% (3.2)
45.5% (5.7)
0.90
66,481

19.5% (1.8)
31.1% (2.7)
36.4% (4.9)
0.91
69,664

17.1% (1.7)
26.7% (2.6)
36.4% (4.6)
0.91
73,673

9.8% (1.5)
22.2% (2.3)
36.4% (4.1)
0.91
85,452

4.9% (1.2)
17.8% (1.9)
36.4% (3.4)
0.91
104,880

*

See Table 3 for the status-speciﬁc catch scalars and best historical catch statistics.

affecting capture (7.3%; Fig. 4A). The attribute marginal effects, the
effect of each attribute when the other attributes are held constant,
suggest that stocks are more likely to be: (1) underexploited if there
is a low rate of overexploitation of other stocks in the ﬁshery, the
taxon is worth less than US$1.00 per pound, and the taxon does not
exhibit any aggregation behavior; (2) fully exploited if the stock is
occasionally or actively targeted, the taxon exhibits aggregation
behavior, and the taxon is worth more than US$2.00 per pound;
and (3) overexploited if there is a high rate of overexploitation of
other stocks in the ﬁshery, the taxon is worth more than US$1.00
per pound, and the taxon occurs sporadically in the catch (Fig. 4B;
Supp. Fig. 2).
3.3. Reﬁnement of the historical catch statistics and scalars
The 90th percentile catch over the whole time series was most
highly correlated with the OFL for underexploited stocks and longer
timeframe metrics generally performed better than shorter timeframe metrics (Table 3; Supp. Table 3). The 25th percentile catch
over the previous 10 years performed best for fully exploited stocks
with more central and shorter timeframe metrics generally performing better than higher percentile and longer timeframe metrics
(Table 3; Supp. Table 3). The mean catch of the previous 20 years
performed best for overexploited stocks but this correlation was
driven by a single strong leverage point (S. Labrador/E. Newfoundland Atlantic cod, whose 20-year mean exceeded the current OFL
by more than 5 times, considerably more than the other overexploited stocks) and may be spurious. The 10th percentile catch
over the whole time series provided the second best correlation
and is more appropriate for overexploited stocks whose catch limits must be signiﬁcantly reduced to allow rebuilding under U.S.
law (Table 3; Supp. Table 3). The median scalars for relating the
best catch statistic to the OFL were 1.90, 2.16, and 1.56 for under,
fully, and overexploited stocks, respectively (Table 3). Scalars more
conservative than the median are provided in Table 3.
3.4. Evaluation of the reﬁned ORCS approaches
The OFLs predicted by the ORCS approach and estimated by the
data-rich assessment models were signiﬁcantly correlated in all
ten potential reﬁned ORCS approaches (Table 4; Fig. 5A–D). The
‘weighted 50th percentile scalar’ approach resulted in the underutilization (i.e., predicted OFL less than data-rich OFL) of 63% of
underexploited stocks and overﬁshing (i.e., predicted OFL exceeds
data-rich OFL) of 73% and 91% of fully and overexploited stocks,
respectively (Fig. 5E). The ‘unweighted 50th percentile scalar’
approach performed better, resulting in the underutilization of 54%
of underexploited stocks and overﬁshing of 56% and 45% of fully
and overexploited stocks, respectively (Fig. 5F). The more conservative ‘unweighted 45th–10th percentile scalar’ approaches reduced
the overﬁshing of overexploited stocks but increased the underexploitation of under and fully exploited stocks (Table 4; Fig. 5G–H).
The ‘unweighted 40th percentile scalars’ are the largest scalars to

reduce the probability of overﬁshing below 50%, the U.S. legal maximum (DOC, 2016), in all three status categories (Table 4).

4. Discussion
Before being implemented, new stock assessment methods
should be evaluated to validate their usefulness and transferability.
Although the fully-ﬂexible version of the original ORCS approach
may produce useful status and catch limit estimates, it is challenging to validate because of its subjectivity. Therefore, we adopted a
more speciﬁc, albeit less inclusive, deﬁnition of the ORCS approach
for evaluation and reﬁnement. Our results show that this interpretation of the ORCS approach is a poor predictor of stock status
and should not be used for management decisions. The approach
is heavily biased towards moderate classiﬁcations and classiﬁed
all but three data-rich stocks as fully exploited. This result is not
surprising given that all 20 stocks in the U.S. Southeast scored
using the interpretation of the ORCS approach evaluated here were
also classiﬁed as fully exploited, despite expert opinion that the
stocks ranged from under to overexploited (SAFMC, 2012, 2013).
The bias of the approach towards moderate classiﬁcations likely
arises from: (1) an overrepresentation of moderate scores (in TOA
#4 notably and #10, #12, #14 additionally) and (2) inappropriately wide threshold values for delineating status categories (1.75
and 2.25 might perform better). Furthermore, the non-linearity in
the relative inﬂuence and marginal effects of the TOA attributes
highlights the necessity of a weighting scheme. Although the original ORCS approach suggests that these adjustments can be made
through expert judgement (Berkson et al., 2011), the reﬁned ORCS
approach presents an objective, transferable, and effective alternative.
The reﬁned ORCS approach, which accounts for attribute importance, interactions, and non-linearity, is a better predictor of
stock status than both the original ORCS approach and alternative
catch-only methods. The reﬁned approach correctly classiﬁed 73%
(kappa = 0.55, good) of the 37 stocks in the test dataset with a catch
time series. In comparison, CMSY, which performed second best
and also performed better than COM-SIR, SSCOM, and mPRM in
Rosenberg et al.’s (2014) evaluation of these four methods, classiﬁed only 41% (kappa = 0.15, poor) of these 37 data-rich test stocks
correctly. The reﬁned ORCS approach also outperformed SSP-2002
and SSP-2013, which have been shown to be poor and inherently pessimistic predictors of stock status (Branch et al., 2011;
Carruthers et al., 2012), as well as mPRM, whose developers state
that it should not be used to assess the status of individual stocks
(Costello et al., 2012). Catch-based methods represent a class of
widely used, but still controversial (Pauly et al., 2013), approaches
to estimate status and the reﬁned ORCS approach may be a useful
alternative for estimating the status of data-poor stocks.
The reﬁned ORCS approach also identiﬁes catch statistics and
scalars that estimate catch limits that prevent overﬁshing in accordance with U.S. legal mandates, suggesting that it can be used when
data-moderate methods such as DB-SRA and DCAC are not pos-
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Fig. 4. The (A) relative inﬂuence and (B) marginal effects of the ﬁve most important TOA attributes in the boosted classiﬁcation tree model. In (B), lines represent the effect
of each attribute on the probability that a stock is in each status category when the other attributes are held constant. TOA #2 Refuge availability and #4 Morphology affecting
capture were omitted from the model due to lack of predictive power.

sible or appropriate. Although the reﬁned approach misclassiﬁes
many overexploited stocks, conservative catch scalars successfully buffer against classiﬁcation uncertainty. The 40th percentile
scalars produce the highest catches while reducing the probability
of overﬁshing in all three status categories below 50%, the U.S. legal
maximum (DOC, 2016); however, they also estimate OFLs more
than ﬁve times the data-rich OFL for some stocks. More conservative catch scalars will further reduce the probability and magnitude
of overﬁshing but will result in concomitant increases in the probability and magnitude of underﬁshing. Managers must therefore
determine which catch scalars are most consistent with their risk
policies. We provide a web tool for managers to implement the
approach here: https://cfree.shinyapps.io/reﬁned orcs approach/
The evaluation of the ORCS approach using data-rich stock
assessments, while necessary because the ability of the approach to
predict stock status cannot be evaluated through traditional simulation testing (Wiedenmann et al., 2013; Carruthers et al., 2014),
is somewhat problematic given the uncertainty in even the most
sophisticated assessment models (Brooks and Deroba, 2015). For
example, assessment model reference points (i.e., B/BMSY , OFL) used
to evaluate the performance of the ORCS approach and assessment
model output (i.e., biomass and effort time series) used to score the
ORCS Table of Attributes could both be incorrect. However, we took
measures to eliminate the more uncertain assessments and we only
used stock assessment output in the scoring of TOA #12 Recent trend
in effort and #13 Recent trend in abundance index, which were both
unimportant predictors of stock status. Furthermore, we trained
the BCT model used in the reﬁned approach to estimate categorical
status (i.e., under, fully, or overexploited) rather than continuous

status (i.e., B/BMSY ) because stock assessment models are generally more certain in status classiﬁcations than in precise B/BMSY
values. Finally, the ability of the reﬁned ORCS approach to reproduce the conclusions of possibly incorrect but presumably better
data-rich status and OFL determinations is still useful, especially
given the recent success of data-rich assessment and management
in rebuilding ﬁsheries (Worm et al., 2009; Hilborn and Ovando,
2014).
The reﬁnement of the ORCS approach through testing against
data-rich stocks could also be problematic given the differences in
the dynamics of data-poor and data-rich ﬁsheries. Assessed (datarich) ﬁsheries generally target larger, slower growing, and higher
trophic level species (Pinsky et al., 2011) and are higher volume,
more valuable, and in better condition (Costello et al., 2012) than
their unassessed (data-poor) counterparts. Consequently, it is possible that informative predictors of data-poor ﬁsheries status could
be uninformative or even trend opposite for data-rich ﬁsheries.
For example, in well-managed ﬁsheries, decreasing catch could be
the result of responsive management (Murawski et al., 2007) and
increasing effort could indicate the sustainable development of a
new or rebuilt ﬁshery. Furthermore, the generally healthy status
of data-rich stocks results in only a small sample of overexploited
stocks (30 of 193 stocks, 15.5%) available for model training and
testing. Thus, the model may have performed poorly at classifying
overexploited stocks because of the limited number of overexploited stocks in the dataset.
The dynamics of the most important predictors of stock status
in the BCT model are consistent with other studies and are likely
conserved across data-poor and data-rich ﬁsheries. For example,
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Fig. 5. The (A–D) correlation between and (E–H) ratio of the overﬁshing limits (OFLs) predicted by the ORCS approach and estimated by data-rich assessment models for 97
stocks in four potential reﬁned ORCS approaches. In (A–D), black lines indicate linear regressions ﬁt to the untransformed data and the gray shading indicates the conﬁdence
interval for the regression. In (E–H), ratios were also calculated using the untransformed data. The dotted horizontal lines indicate perfect agreement between the ORCS
predictions and the data-rich model estimates and boxplots indicate the median (heavy black line), interquartile range (IQR; box), 1.5 times the IQR (whiskers), and outliers.

the importance of ex-vessel price is not surprising given that ﬁshery development is frequently driven by proﬁts (Sethi et al., 2010).
The importance of assessed stock status also makes intuitive sense
(i.e., a stock in a generally well- or poorly-managed ﬁshery is also
likely to be well- or poorly-managed, respectively) and is similar
to the region effect, which has been shown to be useful in discriminating stock status (Ricard et al., 2012; Thorson et al., 2012). The
signiﬁcant increase in overexploitation risk resulting from aggregation behavior is supported by emerging evidence that schooling,
fast-lived ﬁsh may actually be more vulnerable to collapse than
solitary, long-lived taxa due to high harvest rates lagging behind
rapid changes in environment and productivity (Pinsky et al., 2011).
The decrease in overexploitation risk with increasing occurrence in
the catch opposes the predictions of the original Table of Attributes
and suggests that rarity in the catch is indicative of a depleted stock
rather than a lightly exploited one. Finally, recent trends in catch
and effort, the attributes most likely to be confounding between
data-poor and data-rich ﬁsheries, exert little predictive inﬂuence,
increasing the likelihood that the reﬁned ORCS approach is as predictive for data-poor stocks as it is for data-rich ones.
The reﬁned ORCS approach also provides important guidance
on the choice of historical catch statistics and scalars. Longer
timeframe, higher percentile catch statistics perform best for
underexploited stocks with light exploitation histories. Moderate timeframe, more central catch statistics perform best for fully
exploited stocks where recent management has been effective
in sustaining abundance and yield. Longer timeframe, lower percentile catch statistics perform best for overexploited stocks where
recent catches have resulted in depletion. To consistently achieve
a relatively low risk of overﬁshing, the catch scalars used to scale

the historical catch statistic to the overﬁshing limit will have to
be conservative to buffer against substantial classiﬁcation uncertainty. This conclusion is especially true for data-poor stocks with
uncertainty in their catch time series, such as the rarely caught
snapper-grouper species in the U.S. Southeast which suffer from
misidentiﬁcation problems (SAFMC, 2013; Berkson et al., 2011).
Although conservative scalars will effectively protect overexploited
stocks, they will also result in forgone yield from under and fully
exploited stocks.
The reﬁned ORCS approach represents one step towards Berkson
et al.’s (2011) recommendations for testing and improving the original ORCS approach but could under additional reﬁnement and
evaluation. The predictive performance of the approach could be
improved by identifying new predictive attributes. For example,
life history characteristics such as age at maturity, maximum age,
maximum length, and trophic level and ﬁshery characteristics such
as time since development and exploitation history have all been
shown to be useful in discriminating stock status (Sethi et al.,
2010; Pinsky et al., 2011; Costello et al., 2012; Thorson et al., 2012;
Neubauer et al., 2013) and could be incorporated into the reﬁned
TOA and BCT model. Furthermore, the performance of the statusspeciﬁc historical catch statistics and scalars used in the reﬁned
approach should be tested through management strategy evaluation, such as in Wiedenmann et al. (2013), to determine whether
they actually promote sustainable ﬁshing levels. The development
of simple data-limited decision support tools has been a central
focus of recent ﬁsheries management (Berkson and Thorson, 2015)
and the reﬁned ORCS approach provides an additional tool for
managers faced with the legal mandates and data limitations of
contemporary ﬁsheries management.
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